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JURY SELECTION

ACCURATE INFO
OVERVIEW

Social Slooth Inc. (social media research) has
partnered with JurorSearch (software) to provide
jury consultants and law firms the perfect
solution for your next trial. We make scheduling
super easy and can scale our team size and
pricing for your trial needs. Don’t worry if your
team is not tech savvy: we can take care of all
the data entry and setup during the trial (if
preferred).
Social Slooth is the go-to social media research
choice for law firms and jury consulting firms
across the United States. The Social Slooth team
is lightning fast, accurate and has utilized
JurorSearch for multiple high profile federal
trials.

ACCURATE
JUROR BIAS & INFO
RED FLAGS
Social Slooth researches each juror to discover any
evidence of bias through social media or public
records searches with our cloud-based platform —
red flags are immediately sent to the courtroom
attorney or jury consultant to make on-the-fly
decisions during voir dire.

ACCURATE
INFO
FAST & ACCURATE
Not many companies can research 25-75 names as
fast as Social Slooth. Our research is vetted by
expert social media analysts who are highly trained
and know the importance of accuracy, legal
compliance, and bias documentation. When you
hire Social Slooth, you can trust that your highvalue case is in good hands.

ACCURATE
ORGANIZED INFO
RESEARCH
We provide information on each juror through
public records searches and social media research.
How do we share information to the courtroom
instantly in an organized, intuitive way? Social
Slooth (research) + JurorSearch (software).

ACCURATE
INFO
USER-FRIENDLY
We help compile and organize all social media
research in one place (JurorSearch). You can review
two, three, four or all jurors side-by-side for a clear
comparison to decide who should be struck or
kept.

REAL EXAMPLE CASE

OBAMACARE

THE STATE OF MISSOURI

CASE DETAILS

The following is a real example juror
report from a 2022 jury selection.

Name: Jane Doe.
Juror #: 1234
Address: 1234 Penny Lane,
Kansas City, Missouri.

Social media links are uploaded to JurorSearch and you can
easily see what our team has found. Want to take a look? Just
click on the thumbnail which will link you to the social profile.

JUROR NOTES

